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Ab initio molecular-dynamics studies on SrN (N52 –35, 55, and 147! clusters showd electron induced
icosahedral growth. There is a gradual increase in the hybridization between thesp andd states as well as the
metallization of clusters as the size grows. For Sr147, the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital gap becomes vanishingly small. The nonmetal-metal transition is found to occur more prominently
along the close-packed directions from the center to the 12 vertices with an oscillatory behavior of the bond
length. However, in other directions, there is a monotonic expansion as one goes from the center to the surface
of the cluster. This is in contrast to contraction known in other metal clusters but agrees with the interlayer
expansion found on the surfaces of divalent metals.
























































Growth and evolution of electronic states in clusters
key factors in controlling their size-specific physical a
chemical properties. Insp-bonded metal clusters, confine
ment of electrons leads to the occurrence of electronic sh
which influence strongly their properties. For large cluste
however, atomic shells become more important and often
growth has been found to be icosahedral1–3 (I ). One such
example is the clusters of lithium. In the small size range,
growth is nonicosahedral and is governed4 strongly by elec-
tronic factors. However, for Li147, simulations suggest th
Mackay icosahedron~MI ! to be the preferred structure. Also
there is experimental evidence5 that large sodium cluster
haveI growth. An intriguing result6–8 has been the finding o
magic clusters of Ca, Sr, and Ba akin to those of rare ga9
that are known to have anI growth. This differs strikingly
from the growth mode found in small clusters of Be~Ref.
10! and Mg.11,12The electronic structure of Ca, Sr, and Ba
predominantly free-electron-like,13 but near the Fermi leve
there is hybridization with thed states leading to their frac
tional occupancy. Therefore, these elements are ideal for
derstanding the effects ofd electrons on the bonding an
growth properties of metal clusters. It is of interest here
note that clusters of many transition metals~in particular
towards the end of ad series! such as Ni,14 Rh,15 Ru, and Pd
~Ref. 16! have been reported to have anI growth.
Clusters of divalent metals exhibit nonmetal-me
transition10,11 with an increase in size. This is due to th
closed shellns2 electronic configuration of atoms as well a
a relatively large energy separation between the valencens
andnp or (n21)d states, which lead to a weak bonding
dimers. In larger clusters, however, one expectssp or sp-d
hybridization to take place, resulting in the delocalization
charge and an increase in the binding energy. Earlier eff
have been on small clusters of Be~Ref. 10! and Mg~Refs. 11
and 12! up to a size of about 20 atoms. It has been sho
that for Be, thesp hybridization becomes significant eve
for clusters with six atoms. However, for magnesium t
growth towards bulk behavior is slow. Local-densit













showed17 I growth due to participation of 4d electrons in the
bonding. However, the binding energies were significan
overestimated. For Ba clusters, calculations18 have been
done only in the small size range using the local-spin-den
approximation~up to nine atoms! and Hartree-Fock and pai
potentials~up to 13 atoms!. Here, we present results of th
evolution of the electronic states in strontium clusters up t
size of 147 atoms and demonstrate that theI growth, induced
by thesp-d hybridization, continues to be favorable for qui
large clusters, in agreement with experiments. Furtherm
we report abnormal multishell direction-dependent rela
ations in these clusters.
In Sec. II, we give the computational details. The resu
are presented in Sec. III. Finally, a summary of the work
given in Sec. IV.
II. METHOD
We use theab initio molecular-dynamics method19 with a
plane-wave basis and ultrasoft pseudopotentials.20 The latter
allows the use of a low cutoff energy for plane-wave expa
sion as the norm conservation of the pseudo-wave functio
not enforced. The electronic configuration of a strontiu
atom is @Kr#5s25p04d0, which means that there are tw
valence electrons per atom. However, the 4p state is a semi-
core state. We, therefore, also perform calculations by tr
ing 4p states as valence states~ ight electrons!. In these two
cases, the cutoff energy for the plane-wave expansion
taken to be 6.3 and 8.73 Ry, respectively. The exchan
correlation energy is calculated within the generalized gra
ent approximation.21 Periodic boundary conditions are use
with clusters placed in a simple-cubic supercell of size up
35 Å. In such a large supercell, theG point is sufficient to
represent the Brillouin zone. Calculations with two valen
electrons on a strontium atom give the binding energy o
dimer to be 0.225 eV and the bond length 4.55 Å. Inclus
of 4p also as a valence state changes the values only slig
to 0.216 eV and 4.53 Å, respectively. These results ag
closely with the values 0.22 eV and 4.34 Å obtained fro
another gradient corrected calculation.22 For larger clusters













































VIJAY KUMAR AND YOSHIYUKI KAWAZOE PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 075410atom, the binding energy increases~Table I! by about 0.06
60.01 eV/atom, and the highest occupied–lowest unoc
pied molecular orbital~HOMO-LUMO! gap as well as the
bond lengths decrease slightly but the structure and gen
trends in the properties remain the same as obtained by u
two valence electrons. Since the calculations with eight
lence electrons become very time consuming, results
larger clusters are obtained23 using only two valence elec
trons. Selected structures are optimized using the conju
gradient method without any symmetry constraints. In a f
cases, the cluster is heated to explore if there is another
mer with a lower energy. As it would be shown, results
isomers of smaller clusters suggestI growth to be most fa-
vorable. Accordingly, in the larger size range, we consi
predominantly theI isomers.
TABLE I. Structure, bond lengths (di) in Å, binding energy
~BE! in eV/atom, and the HOMO-LUMO gap~eV! of strontium
clusters. The first~second! line for the lowest-energy isomers i
with two ~eight! valence electrons on a Sr atom. For other isome
the results correspond to valence 2 of the Sr atom. BP, PBP, aI
refer to bipyramid, pentagonal bipyramid, and icosahedron, res
tively.
Cluster Structure di BE Gap
2 dimer 4.55 0.115 1.276
dimer 4.52 0.110 1.245
3 triangle 4.28, 4.29 0.284 0.977
triangle 4.21 0.300 0.894
4 tetrahedron 4.13–4.15 0.485 1.013
tetrahedron 4.06 0.540 0.924
5 trigonal BP 4.06–4.24 0.548 0.678
trigonal BP 4.00, 4.11 0.608 0.606
6 tetrahedral 3.97–4.34 0.599 0.653
tetrahedral 3.94–4.24 0.654 0.534
6a octahedron 4.08, 4.18, 4.96 0.549 0.23
7 PBP 3.93–4.28 0.694 0.855
PBP 3.90–4.20 0.764 0.818
8 capped PBP 3.99–4.30 0.714 0.68
capped PBP 3.94–4.23 0.776 0.613
9 icosahedral 3.96–4.32 0.761 0.573
icosahedral 3.91–4.24 0.822 0.499
10 icosahedral 4.01–4.31 0.787 0.373
icosahedral 3.94–4.25 0.843 0.268
10a D4d 4.02–4.25 0.783 0.178
10b capped prism 4.09–4.26 0.749 0.56
11 icosahedral 3.92–4.31 0.818 0.363
icosahedral 3.83–4.29 0.877 0.272
11a capped prism 4.12–4.26 0.764 0.63
12 icosahedral 4.01–4.37 0.851 0.390
icosahedral 3.96–4.31 0.905 0.307
13 I 4.02–4.26 0.899 0.418
I 3.98–4.20 0.953 0.340
14 cappedI 3.99–4.29 0.905 0.406









In the small size range withN'10, we optimize a few
structures that are often among the lowest-energy struct
of metal clusters. These results can also provide a clue
the growth mode in these clusters. We consider here tetr
dral clusters in the range ofN<7 and I isomers for larger
clusters. In addition, we optimize an octahedron and a pr
for Sr6, a tricapped prism for Sr9, a tetracapped trigona
prism as well as aD4d structure for Sr10, a pentacapped
trigonal prism for Sr11, a D3d structure for Sr15, a Frank-
Kasper polyhedron for Sr17, two icosahedral isomers o
Sr20, a decahedral~D! isomer for Sr23, four isomers of Sr28,
two isomers of Sr34 and D, as well as cuboctahedral~C!
structures for 13-, 19-, 55-, and 147-atom clusters. Th
structures are not exhaustive as many more isomers are
sible and, in particular, in the larger size range several
mers may lie close in energy. However, the fact that in
cases we findI isomers to have the lowest energy as well
the experimental indication of anI growth gives us confi-
dence that the growth mode in these clusters is icosahe
In the following, we discuss results of the structure and el
tronic properties in detail.
A. Structure
Optimized isomers of 6–11-atom clusters other than th
with the lowest energy are shown in Fig. 1~the lowest-
energy isomers are included later in Fig. 5! It can be seen
that the bond lengths between the base atoms (4.96 Å
the Sr6 octahedron are significantly longer than those b
ween the apex atoms (4.18 Å) as well as the apex and
base atoms (4.08 Å). The prism isomer converges to
tetrahedral isomer that has the lowest energy. In the cas
Sr9, the tricapped prism structure is not stable. However,
Sr10 and Sr11, the capped prism isomers have local minim
For N<8, the lowest-energy isomers are the same as




FIG. 1. Projections of isomers of strontium clusters. 6a, octa
dron with long bond lengths between the base atoms; 10a,D4d
structure; 10b, tetracapped trigonal prism; and 11a, pentaca






























































EVOLUTION OF ELECTRONIC STATES AND ABNORMAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 075410different. It is to be noted that the highest coordination of
atom in the capped prism structure of Sr11 is 6, whereas in
the I isomer it is 10. Therefore, structures with higher co
dination are more favorable. For Sr13 it leads to a regular
icosahedron, in contrast to Mg13, for which the I isomer
transforms significantly due to relaxations and lies highe
energy.11 The C and D isomers of Sr13 are not stable and
relax to theI isomer.
Structures of clusters in the range of 14<N<22 are
shown in Fig. 2. The lowest-energy structures are capp
of I -Sr13 at the faces such that the capping atoms are nea
neighbors. For Sr15, the close-packed hexagonal layer stru
ture has short bonds between the layers (4.19 Å) and
tween atoms in each layer (4.04 Å). The distance betw
the center and the 12 atoms of the layers is 4.42 Å. T
bond length between the center and the apex atoms is
shortest (3.87 Å). For Sr17, the Frank-Kasper structure wit
a coordination of 16 atoms lies significantly~1.316 eV!
FIG. 2. Isomers of strontium clusters in the range of 14–
atoms. 14, face capped icosahedron; 15, bicapped icosahedron
hexagonal layers withD3d structure; 16, tricapped icosahedron; 1
tetracapped icosahedron; 17a, Frank-Kasper polyhedron; 18, p
capped icosahedron; 19, double icosahedron; 19a, cuboctahe
20, capped double icosahedron; 21, bicapped double icosahe
and 22, tricapped double icosahedron. Isomers 15a, 17a, and 1
higher in energy. In 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, the icosahedro
represented by two mutually rotated pentagons at different heig











higher in energy, whereas for Sr19, the decahedral structur
transforms to the double icosahedron~DI!. However, the cu-
bic isomer has a local minimum and lies 1.632 eV higher
energy.
For larger clusters, the structures are shown in Figs. 3
and 6. The lowest-energy structure of Sr23 can be described
as three interpenetrating icosahedra~see Fig. 6!. In the con-
text of the growth of rare-gas clusters, these have also b
referred24 to as polyicosahedral~PI! structures. TheD isomer
is another prominent structure for 23-atom clusters. Af
relaxation, it retains to a large extent its symmetry but l
1.727 eV higher in energy. The PI growth mode is continu
for larger clusters@Fig. 3~a!#. For Sr26 and Sr29, the struc-
tures ~see Fig. 6! are, respectively, four and five interpen
etrating icosahedra with their centers forming a tetrahed
and a trigonal bipyramid. These clusters show magic beh
ior ~see below! similar to the case of rare gases. For Sr28, we
studied five isomers. Two are based onI growth as shown in
Fig. 3~a!, but differ only in that in one isomer one atom ca
on top of five atoms to form a 19-atom DI with a capping
nine other atoms around it~this is also the structure obtaine
from a Morse potential25!, whereas in the other isomer, a
18-atom partial DI is capped by 10 atoms. The former l
only 0.007 eV lower in energy and the two isomers can b
be described as degenerate. The other three isomers lie
nificantly higher in energy and are shown in Fig. 3~b!. The
starting configurations for these isomers were taken fr
structures generated from Sutton-Chen 12-6, 10-8, and
potentials.25 The starting structure with the Sutton-Chen 12
potential hasC3v symmetry and does not undergo significa
changes. These structures are, respectively, 0.662, 1.671
1.078 eV higher in energy than the PI isomer. The symme
structure based on the 12-6 potential has a higher HOM
LUMO gap ~0.241 eV! than the lowest-energy isomer~0.195
eV!.
The near symmetricalI growth continues forN530 @Fig.
3~a!#. Structures of clusters in the range of 31–35 are sho
in Fig. 3~c!. These have similar structures. A good descr
tion of the lowest-energy structures is in terms of the capp
of faces of a trigonal bipyramid. It is easy to notice fac
with triagular lattice structure. For a 31-atom cluster the
are two such nine-atom caps and one eight-atom cap aro
the central trigonal bipyramid. For a 32-atom cluster, th
are three nine-atom caps. For 33 and 34, one and two ato
respectively, cap this 32-atom cluster. While structures
these clusters appear close-packed and symmetric, ther
large variations in the bond lengths~Fig. 7!. For N534, we
tried two more isomers as shown in Fig. 3~c!. 34a is also
based on anI packing and lies close in energy with 34~Table
II !, whereas 34b is based on icosahedral-octahedral pac
and lies about 0.9 eV higher in energy than the lowe
energy structure~34!.
The MI, D, andC isomers of 55- and 147-atom cluste
are shown in Figs. 4 and 6. TheC and I isomers retain their
symmetries to a large extent. However, theD isomers have
significant distortions. The lowest-energy structures of S55
and Sr147 clusters are MI’s with two and three icosahedr





















VIJAY KUMAR AND YOSHIYUKI KAWAZOE PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 075410FIG. 3. Structures of isomers in the range
23–35 atoms.~a! 23a, decahedron; 24, cappe
PI23; 25, bicapped PI23; 27, capped PI26 with
19-atom DI~center! and four atoms on each side
28, partial DI (Sr18) with 10 atoms capping it in a
1-2-1-2-1-2-1 sequence, another isomer with
and nine atom capping in a 1-2-1-2-1-2 sequen
is degenerate; 30, capped PI23.~b! Isomers of
Sr28 cluster. 28a-c are obtained from optimizatio
of structures resulting from Sutton-Chen 12-
10-8, and 9-6 potentials, respectively.~c! 31–34
are similar structures with capping of faces of
trigonal bipyramid. 34a, polyicosahedral; 34






















14The lowest-energy isomers of several clusters are
cluded in Figs. 5 and 6 together with the corresponding
ergy spectra. The binding energies and the HOMO-LUM
gaps of all the studied isomers are given in Tables I and
FIG. 4. Isomers of Sr55 and Sr147. 55a, decahedron; 55b, cub




The bond lengths have a spread and, therefore, in most c
we give only the range of values in the tables. Figure
shows the mean nearest-neighbor bond length in the low
energy clusters and its lower and upper bounds. From di
to tetramer, the mean bond length decreases sharply. Be
this, the variation is very small and there is a gradual
crease. Also the lower and upper bounds show larger va
tions as the size increases. In particular, the upper bo
increases very significantly in the range of 31–35 atoms
to a near continuous increase in the bond lengths. Howe
it shows a dip for magic clusters. This suggests that
magic clusters are more compact.
B. Evolution of the electronic states
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the electronic states
small clusters with up to 13 atoms as well as the correspo
ing structures of the lowest-energy isomers. For the Sr at
the calculated 5s, 4d, and 5p states lie at 23.525,
21.304, and21.279 eV, respectively. Accordingly, for
dimer, the lowest two states~peaks belowEF) are predomi-
nantly from 5s orbitals and there is little interaction with th





























EVOLUTION OF ELECTRONIC STATES AND ABNORMAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 075410with a long bond length~Table I!. As the cluster size in-
creases, the unoccupied 5p and 4d states gradually shift to
higher binding energies while the HOMO shifts towards t
lower binding energy leading to a gradual increase in
interaction andsp-d hybridization. It is found that the bond
between the highest coordinated atoms are the shortest
therefore, the delocalization of charge starts more pro
nently in such bonds. Examples of this are the short b
lengths between the base atoms of Sr5, the bond sharing the
tetrahedra in Sr6, and the bond joining the apex atoms in S7.
A similar result was earlier obtained11 for clusters of magne-
sium.
TABLE II. Same as in Table I but with only valence 2. DI,C
PI, D, TBP, and MI correspond to double icosahedron, cubocta
dron, polyicosahedron, decahedron, trigonal bipyramid,
Mackay icosahedron, respectively. SCx-y corresponds to Sutton
Chenx-y potential.
Cluster Structure di BE Gap
15 bicappedI 3.97–4.30 0.925 0.352
15a D3d 3.87–4.60 0.869 0.170
16 tricappedI 3.95–4.38 0.938 0.294
17 tetracappedI 3.94–4.43 0.950 0.289
17a Frank-Kasper 4.01–4.76 0.873 0.120
18 pentacappedI 3.91–4.43 0.970 0.298
19 DI 3.95–4.32 1.000 0.350
19a C 4.10, 4.21 0.914 0.268
20 capped DI 3.93–4.40 1.007 0.274
21 bicapped DI 3.94–4.47 1.012 0.244
22 tricapped DI 3.92–4.42 1.027 0.229
23 PI23 3.92–4.37 1.047 0.234
23a D 4.01–4.35 0.972 0.061
24 capped PI23 3.91–4.45 1.047 0.219
25 bicapped PI23 3.91–4.55 1.056 0.222
26 PI26 3.90–4.42 1.075 0.257
27 capped DI 3.89–4.52 1.076 0.182
28 capped DI 3.88–4.63 1.082 0.187
28a SC12-6 3.95–4.57 1.059 0.241
28b SC10-8 3.79–4.79 1.023 0.136
28c SC9-6 3.79–4.66 1.044 0.126
29 PI29 3.89–4.45 1.097 0.223
30 capped PI29 3.87–4.57 1.097 0.175
31 Capped TBP 3.90–4.68 1.063 0.127
32 Capped TBP 3.89–4.78 1.078 0.108
33 Capped TBP 3.84–5.01 1.077 0.181
34 Capped TBP 3.88–5.05 1.076 0.172
34a polyicosahedral 3.85–4.87 1.060 0.06
34b icosaoctahedral 4.01–4.68 1.049 0.02
35 polyicosahedral 3.84–4.93 1.083 0.144
55 MI 3.97–4.37 1.181 0.087
55a D 3.94–4.79 1.167 0.057
55b C 4.12–4.29 1.134 0.010
147 MI 3.98–4.34 1.314 0.000
147a D 3.95–4.69 1.306 0.013




For Sr9, the interaction between the 5s and the unoccu-
pied states increases to a level at which theI isomer becomes
more favorable as compared to the tricapped trigonal pr
for Mg and Be clusters. With further increase in size, t
sp-d hybridization increases and theI isomers continue to be
of lower energy as compared to the capped prism isom
~Fig. 1!, which are reported11 to have the lowest energy fo
Mg clusters. The high symmetry of the Sr13 cluster leads to
sharper peaks in the energy spectrum. As shown in Fig
the low-lying states are similar to those expected from
jellium model,1 but the states near the HOMO change s
nificantly due to thesp-d hybridization~see the angular de
composition of charge below!. This is the reason that cluster
with 20 and 40 valence electrons are not magic~see below!,
as one might expect from a jellium model. On the oth
hand, Sr19 with 38 valence electrons is magic. Therefore, t
jellium picture is not applicable to these clusters. Rather,
stability seems to be determined by close packing of ato
Further, from Fig. 5 it is also clear that calculations usi
e-
d
FIG. 5. Gaussian-broadened~half-width 0.158 eV! energy spec-
tra of small Sr clusters. The vertical line indicates the Fermi lev












































VIJAY KUMAR AND YOSHIYUKI KAWAZOE PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 075410eight valence electrons on a strontium atom do not cha
the overall features of the density of states~DOS!.
The evolution of the DOS for clusters in the range
23–147 atoms is shown in Fig. 6. Here we have chosen o
a few clusters. The broad features of the spectra of th
clusters are similar. For other clusters also, the main feat
are quite similar except for the broadening of the peaks
to a lower symmetry. This can be seen in the case of S32.
As the cluster size increases, the peaks in the occupied
ergy region become less prominent and forN5147 the over-
all features of the energy spectrum develop similarities w
those of bulk strontium.13 There are only very weak peak
related to the electronic shells. An important differen
however, is that in the bulk, the DOS at theEF is low due to
thesp-d hybridization, but forI -Sr147 theEF lies in a region
of nearly degenerate states and, therefore, has significa
large DOS. The jelliumlike spectral features in the occup
part of the DOS are weaker for theC andD isomers due to
their lower symmetry. The difference in the DOS due
different atomic packing becomes also small in the range
147 atoms. Accordingly, we believe that this is likely to
the range in which MI-type dense atomic packing may
FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5 but for larger clusters. For Sr147, the
spectra ofD andC isomers are also shown.
FIG. 7. Variation of the mean nearest-neighbor bond length w













come energetically more favorable even for clusters of m
esium due to its lower surface energy, as has also b
found from experiments.26
The above-mentioned growth in thesp-d hybridization
with an increase in the cluster size is also borne out from
angular decomposition of the electronic pseudocharge d
sity. For this we consider charge within spheres cente
around each ion in a cluster. In general, there is a variatio
the nearest-neighbor bond lengths in a cluster as discu
above. Here we take the radius of the spheres to be 1
more than the mean nearest-neighbor bond length in a c
ter. This compensates for the interstitial region between
spheres. However, there is still very significant charge
unaccounted for outside the surface of a cluster. This is
included in such spheres. Therefore, the sum of the cha
inside the spheres falls short of the total charge in a clus
However, this decomposition provides clear evidence for
sp-d hybridization. In Fig. 8, we show the angular charac
of charge from the HOMO and also the mean angular ch
acter of charge per atom in all the spheres. Both of th
show a gradual decrease in thes component and an increas
in thep andd components. The increase in thed component
is more than in thep component. This suggests that the h
bridization with thed states is stronger than thep states. The
variation in the mean angular character of charge is q
slow beyond N513. However, the angular character
charge from the HOMO shows more structure. In particu
there is a local maximum atN57 and 13 in thed character
with a corresponding decrease in thes or thep character. As
h
FIG. 8. Angular character of charge density as obtained fr
projections in spheres around each ion in a cluster.~a! Mean angu-
lar character of charge per atom and~b! the angular character o



































































EVOLUTION OF ELECTRONIC STATES AND ABNORMAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 075410the size increases, the HOMO develops predominantly thd
character, as one would also expect from the bulk behav
This affects the magic behavior of these clusters as comp
to clusters of thesp-bonded magnesium.
The HOMO-LUMO gap is shown in Fig. 9. It reduces
a value of about 0.4 eV or less forN.9 with a local maxi-
mum forN54, 7, 13, 19, 23, 26, 29, and 33. Except for 3
these are the magic clusters as obtained from the sec
order difference of energy~shown in the inset!, which is
positive for all of these clusters. Magic clusters ofsp-bonded
metals have11 a local maximum in the HOMO-LUMO gap
and our results suggest that it is so in strontium clusters
at least in this size range. The magic clusters in this reg
are close-packed and this results in an increasedsp- hy-
bridization. Also, the magic clusters in general have a h
symmetry, which could give rise to a higher HOMO-LUM
gap. In the case of Sr32, there is a large variation in the bon
length, and though it is magic, there is no correlation
tween the magic behavior and the HOMO-LUMO gap. O
results of the second-order difference in energy~inset! also
show that Sr9 and Sr15 are weakly magic. Further, when 4p
electrons are included in the valence, Sr11 tend to become
magic and the second-order difference in energy for S17
becomes23 smaller ~20.13 eV!. These results are in shar
contrast to the behavior in Be and Mg clusters but are in v
good agreement with the experimental data on ca
clusters,8 which show 5, 7, 11, 17, 19, 23, 26, 29, 32, and
to be magic. The discrepancy at 5, 13, and 34 may also
due to the charged nature of clusters in experiments. Ove
as the cluster size increases, the HOMO-LUMO gap
creases and forI -Sr55 it is 0.087 eV whereas forI -Sr147 it is
zero, indicating metallic behavior of these clusters.
C. Growth, nonmetal-metal, and structural transitions
As we mentioned in Sec. III A, the bonds between t
high coordinated atoms are short and the metallization or
delocalization of charge starts in such bonds. An import
finding is the multishell relaxations in these clusters sim
to the multilayer relaxations known at metal surfaces. Ho
ever, it is more complex in these clusters and this is rela
FIG. 9. Variation of the HOMO-LUMO gap with size. Inse
shows the second-order difference of energy. The peaks corres
to magic clusters~from positive second-order difference in energ!



















to the nonmetal-metal transition in divalent metal cluste
Considering 13-, 55-, and 147-atom clusters, which ha
one, two, and three icosahedral shells, respectively, we
that the bonds along the directions from the center to
vertices are the most compact and show oscillatory beha
~Table III!, as one also finds on metal surfaces. In the
directions, atoms lie on top of each other and enhance
sp-d hybridization. Therefore, metallization is more prom
nent along these directions in such clusters. However
other directions there is a monotonic increase in the b
length as one goes from the center to the surface of a clu
This behavior, though different from other metal clusters
in agreement with the one found on surfaces of th
elements.27 It is due to the decrease of thesp-d hybridization
as one goes towards the surface of a cluster. In general
find that the core of icosahedral clusters is compresse
order to reduce strain between the surface atoms. This is
to longer bond lengths between vertex atoms as compare
center and vertex atoms in an icosahedron. Accordingly,
expect icosahedral growth to continue for large clusters
elements that have a large compressibility. Among the di
lent elements, barium has the highest compressibility, a
therefore, its clusters should exhibit icosahedral growth
the largest size range.7
The binding energy of clusters is shown in Fig. 10.
increases rapidly initially~see the inset! but the curve be-
comes rather flat beyond Sr13 and grows quite slowly. There
is a small decrease in the binding energy in the region
31–35 atoms due to the elongation of bonds seen in Fig
When extrapolated, the binding energies of theI, D, andC
isomers give the bulk value to be21.659, 21.664, and
21.67 eV/atom, respectively. This shows correctly cubo
tahedral structure to be of the lowest energy. Considering
average gain of about 0.06 eV/atom by inclusion of 4p also
as a valence state, we find the corrected value to be in ex
lent agreement with the experimental result~1.72 eV/atom!.
The energy differences between theI andD and theI andC
isomers are, respectively, 0.014 and 0.047 eV/atom for S55
and 0.009 and 0.031 eV/atom for Sr147. An extrapolation to
large sizes suggests that first a transition should occur to
D isomers around the size of 1000 atoms followed by a tr
sition to cubic structures for quite large clusters. However
nd
TABLE III. Nearest-neighbor bond lengths (Å) between th
center~c! and the first shell atoms (s1), the first and the second
shell (s2) atoms, and the second and the third shell (s3) atoms. In
the third and fourth columns, the first line gives the bond leng
along the 12 directions connecting the center to the vertices o
icosahedron, whereas the second line gives the average ne
neighbor bond length between the remaining atoms of the she






























































VIJAY KUMAR AND YOSHIYUKI KAWAZOE PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 075410many atomic configurations are possible in these size ran
with only a small difference in energy, we do not rule out t
possibility of certain specific structures for some clusters
be of lower energy than anticipated from such an extrap
tion.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we have presented results ofab initio simu-
lations on the growth and evolution of the electronic stru
ture of strontium clusters up to a size of 147 atoms. Res
of the selected prominent isomers show that the icosahe
isomers have the lowest energy. In the range of 31–35
oms, the structures are cappings of a trigonal bipyramid.
compared to thesp-bonded alkaline earths such as Mg a
Be, the icosahedral growth is induced by thesp-d hybridiza-
tion, which changes the electronic spectrum near the Fe
level significantly and leads to a magic behavior similar
the one found in rare-gas clusters. These results sugges
a small contribution to bonding fromd electrons is sufficient
to cause closed-packed structures, namely the icosah
isomers, to be the preferred growth mode. This is an imp
tant result as icosahedral growth has been reported for
eral transition-metal clusters, and in particular we exp
similar behavior for clusters of elements towards the end
d series due to electron and hole symmetry. However,
FIG. 10. Variation of energy as a function ofN21/3. The inset
shows the same as a function ofN. The points between 35, 55, an


















compressibilities decrease drastically as compared to st
tium. Therefore, theI growth is not likely to continue for
large clusters as compared to the alkali metals, alka
earths, or the rare gases. In fact, for gold clusters in the ra
of 50–250 atoms, the structures are found to be trunca
Mark decahedra28 or amorphous29 with icosahedral struc-
tures as a precursor to melting. For free Ag clusters up t
diameter of 11 nm, both icosahedral and fcc structures h
been found.30 However, in these clusters the growth depen
on kinetic factors and the finding of large icosaheral clust
was associated with the formation of metastable structure
the energy required for structural transformation in lar
clusters may be prohibitively large so that icosahed
growth continues on small icosahedral seeds.
Besides kinetic factors, the temperature dependence o
growth mode of such clusters in the beginning and end o
d series could be an interesting one for another reason.
thermal motion in clusters is found to lead to much larg
displacements1,17 than in the bulk due to lower coordinatio
as well as lower binding energies. Therefore, in such clus
there could be a possibility of a structural transition at fin
temperatures driven by a change in the bonding fromsp-d to
sp character. This could give rise to a magic behavior
found in sp-bonded metal clusters. We hope that expe
ments will be undertaken to explore such possibilities a
confirm the evolution of the electronic structure as repor
here. An important finding is the direction-dependent mu
shell relaxation in these clusters, which is related to
nonmetal-metal transition. Our results show metallization
be more prominent along the directions from the center
the 12 vertices in an icosahedron with an oscillatory bo
length. However, a monotonic expansion is found in oth
directions. Similar results are expected to hold for clusters
Ca and Ba.
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